False data injected by hackers can interfere with power system state estimation and pose a great threat to the safe and reliable operation of modern power systems (FDIA). The traditional bad data detection method can not effectively detect such attacks. In this paper, by extracting relevant power system measurement characteristic value and use the historical data as the sample, using three classical machine learning algorithms (Perceptron, KNN, SVM) of false data injection attack detection, and respectively in IEEE-9, IEEE-57, IEEE-118 simulation platform for test, verify the supervised machine learning algorithm is applied to the validity of false data injection attack detection.
Introduction
Electric systems are compound-coupling network systems constituted by physical electric systems and information communication systems. The security and reliability of electric systems impose a great influence on the present society.
As a new type of network attack, false-data injection attacks (FDIA) was first proposed by Yao Liu et al. in 2009 [2] . This type of attack makes full use of the bad-data detecting holes estimated with traditional status and attackers can successfully inject bad data to measurement values and achieve the illegal goals of changing these values and state variables, controlling the running status of electric systems and earning economic interests.
This study mainly focused on the FDIA and monitoring problems in terms of physical respect. We applied sparsely distributed attack models mentioned in literature to simulate FDIA, as well as detecting with two classical machine-learning algorithms.
Rationale of false data injection attack
Just like most studies, this research was conducted based on estimation models under direct current, including m pieces of measurement data and n+1 nodes. The estimation model under direct current of electric systems is showed below:
The detection of LNR is a classical method in detecting bad data. Assuming that hackers inject false data into measurement data, estimate attack vector a, and induce a state error vector c of state estimation, the residual error can be formulated in equation (2) .
(2) Where and represent residual errors with and without false data respectively; refers to the residual increment caused by false data. Obviously, when a=Hc [2] , equation (2) meets Ra=‖ z-Hx^‖2=r, namely , and false data do not influence the residual errors of LNR detection, thereby effectively avoiding the recognition of traditional bad-data detection. Apparently, if attackers are familiar with electric-system network parameters and topological structure and can manipulate specific quantitative measurements, they can build false data which meet and manipulate the state-estimation results from electric systems. Meanwhile, is not the only way to start an attack. As long as meeting‖a-Hc‖<r a -t a -‖z-Hx^‖ , state-estimation results can be controlled.
Detection by applying machine-learning method
In the given sets of samples and labels , is a Poisson distribution of independent identically distribution. A hypothesis function established, and the relationship between these two parameters is discovered [8] . Attack detecting problem can be defined as a binomial classification problem, in which,
Means that the th measurement value is a false datum, and means that the datum is normal.
Perceptron method for false data injection attack detection
If providing sample s i , a Perceptron is adopted by the classification function , in which, is a weight vector and is defined as follows [9] :
During the training process, weights are adjusted by every iteration .
In the equation , means learning rate. And this algorithm conducts constant iteration until satisfying the stop condition, such as reaching a certain step of a function or a failure threshold. In the verification stage, new samples are verified through function .
K-NN method for false data injection detection
This algorithm conducts classification among the closest k pieces of sampled values in sample space through sample [9] . The observed measurement value is treated as a eigenvector. The k pieces of samples are attained by calculating the distances between samples [10] , and are defined as follows:
By calculating the categories of k pieces of the most similar samples, these samples can be classified.
SVM method for false data injection attack detection
In terms of binomial classification problems, the category of training set is yi∈{ 0,1} . The separate hyperplane of linear SVM can be achieved by learning [13] :
And the pertinent classification-decision function is:
Apparently, if the margin is larger, the reliability of classification would be higher (the distance from hyperplane represents the reliability of classification, and the farther of the distance, the more reliable of classification validity). The following function can be easily attained by calculating: (8) SVM is determined by important training samples (support vectors). Therefore, SVM can be described as the optimization problems of linear classification to amply to the maximum (equals to minimizing to the minimum) when all the samples are classified correctly.
Introducing Lagrange multiplier ( ) in every inequality constraint to build Lagrange function: (11) According to Lagrange allelism, the original problems equal to optimization problems: (12) (13) In terms of linear problems, linear SVM is not qualified any more, while nonlinear SVM is required. The method of solving nonlinear classification problems is to realize linear separability by spatial transformation (generally means the mapping from low dimension space to high dimension space x→ (x)). The examples in below figures transform the elliptical separate hyperplane of the left figure into the lines in these figures through spatial transformation.
There are inner products of sample points in the objective functions of SVM equivalent dual problems, thereby becoming after the spatial transformation. Because of the increase in dimensions, the calculating costs of inner products increases either, which shows the usability of a kernel function that can transform the mapped inner products in higher dimensional space into a function ) in lower dimensional space. Substituting this function into the generalized objective function (7) of SVM learning algorithm, the optimization problems of nonlinear SVM can be attained: 
Simulation analysis
This study adopted IEEE-9, IEE-57 and IEEE-118 bus testing system pairs and conducted simulation analyses to the above three methods respectively. By taking the electric power data published by the Bonneville Electric Power Administration in America as references [12] and assuming that the fluctuating time interval of the total output active power from an electric generator was 5 minutes, the electric power data with a time limit of 5a could be obtained. We simulated every algorithm on different nodes and observed its results. The result of the three algorithms above simulated on IEEE-57 node is showed in figure 1 . It can be suggested from the figure that the precision ratios of perceptron are relatively higher and are not influenced by k/N value. In the algorithm of SVM, it is obvious that with the change of k/N value, the accuracy rates and precision ratios has experienced a significant change. In terms of KNN algorithm, both accuracy rates and precision ratios constantly maintain in a higher level and show no significant fluctuations.
We evaluated the performance of every algorithm according to the accuracy rates and recall rates of false data and normal data and used Class-1 and Class-2 to express the evaluation results.
(16) (17) Where tp refers to that the data are judged as false data by false-data judgment; fp represents that data are judged as false data by normal-data judgment; tn means that data are judged as normal data by normal-data judgment; fn is that data are judged as normal data by false-data judgment. Figure 2 shows that the precision ratios of perceptron to false-data increase with the increase in k/N, while the precision ratios of both false data and normal data do not change significantly with the variation of k/N and recall rates do not increase with the increase in k/N.
We can see that with the increase in k/N, Class-1 increased gradually, while Class-2 decreased. Thus, k-NN algorithm is sensitive to category homogenization and data sparsity. Moreover, since k-NN algorithm is based on the adjacent samples in Euclidean space and the k/N norms of its attacked measurement values increase with the increase in k/N, decision boundary leans to Class-1. 
Conclusion
In the supervised binary classification problems, the attacked and safe measurements are marked as two independent categories. In the experiment, we have observed that machine-learning algorithm shows better performance and can detect FDIA more effectively. Meanwhile, KNN is more sensitive to the size of system than other algorithms. In large-scale systems, the performance of SVM is better than other algorithms. And in the performance test of SVM, we also have observed that phase change κ is the minimum measurement amount required to change when hackers use it to start an attack successfully. Besides, the bigger value of does not always means to have a bigger influence on the system. For example, if attack vector a is the smallest among all element values, the influence of a would be extremely limited.
We have observed two challenges in detection problems of SVM when suffering smart power grid attacks. The first is that the performance of SVM is influenced by selection of kernel types. For instance, we have observed that linearity and Gaussian have similar performance in IEEE 9-bus system. However, in terms of IEEE 57-bus system, Gaussian kernel SVM is better than linear SVM. In addition, the values of the phase transformation points of the performance in Gaussian kernel SVM are equal to the theoretical calculating values, which mean that the eigenvector processed by Gaussian kernel function is linearly separable. Secondly, SVM is sensitive to the sparsity of the system. In order to solve this problem, we have applied sparse SVM and kernel machines.
In future studies, we plan to introduce this supervised learning algorithm and non-supervised one into the monitoring of FDIA, and contrast with supervised learning, so that to find out a machine-learning algorithm which is the most suitable one to conduct detection and apply it to false-data detection.
